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    Chapter 13   

 Design and Characterization of Topological Small RNAs 

           Jack     Hassall*    ,     Paul     MacDonald*    ,     Teresa     Cordero    , 
    William     Rostain    , and     Alfonso     Jaramillo    

    Abstract 

   RNA can self-assemble into complex structures through base pairing, as well as encode information and 
bind with proteins to induce enzymatic activity. Furthermore, RNA can possess intrinsic enzymatic-like 
(ribozymatic) activity, a property that, if necessary, can be activated only upon the binding of a small mol-
ecule or another RNA (as is the case in aptazymes). As such, RNA could be of use in nanotechnology as a 
programmable polymer capable of self-assembling into complex topological structures. In this chapter we 
describe a method for designing advanced topological structures using self-circulating RNA, exemplifi ed 
by three tiers of topologically manipulated self-assembling synthetic RNA systems. The fi rst tier of topo-
logical manipulation, the RNA knot is a physically locked structure, formed by circularizing one monomer 
of knotted single-stranded RNA left with loose ends (an “open” knot). The second tier, a two interlocking 
ring system, is made by interlocking two circular RNA components: a circular RNA target, and an RNA 
lasso designed to intercalate the target before circularizing. The third tier naturally extends this system into 
a string of topologically locked circular RNA molecules (an RNA chain). We detail the methodology used 
for designing such topologically complex RNAs, including computational predictions of secondary struc-
ture, and where appropriate, RNA-RNA interactions, illustrated by examples. We then describe the experi-
mental methods used for characterizing such structures, and provide sequences of building blocks that can 
be used for topological manipulation of RNA.  

  Key words     Topological manipulation  ,   RNA lasso  ,   Permuted intron–exon ribozyme  ,   RNA knot  , 
  Interlocking RNA  

1       Introduction 

 RNA is a powerful construction tool in nanotechnology for enabling 
the production of fl exible self-assembling structures. Various strate-
gies have been used for their creation as reviewed by Gao [ 1 ]. One 
strategy is to employ secondary structure prediction software to 
create self assembling RNA of a defi ned shape for use as building 
blocks in more complex architectures. Another is to use natural 
sequences capable of ribozymatic activity. Since ribozymes usually 
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rely on tertiary structure interactions for activity, they cannot be 
designed de novo using current technology. However, they can be 
incorporated within larger designs, permitting the creation of cus-
tom RNA architectures. The aim of this chapter is to describe com-
putational design techniques, developed with homage to methods 
established in the literature [ 2 – 6 ], which could be used to build 
topologically linked RNAs using ribozymes. We consider circular 
RNA as our building blocks, since they are more stable than their 
linear counterparts [ 7 ], and have previously been successfully uti-
lized in self-assembling systems (e.g., as riboregulators [ 8 ]). The 
complex architectures designed here emerge from the topological 
manipulation of structurally simpler circular RNA molecules. Three 
tiers of topological manipulation are presented, from the knotting 
of a single stranded RNA to the production of a chain of multiple 
topologically interlocked RNA molecules. We provide insight into 
the sophisticated structures and scaffolds one can create through 
current RNA modelling techniques and delve into the methods 
used for the detection and characterization of these structures. 

 The fi rst tier of topological manipulation is seen in the self- 
catalytic knotting of a single RNA strand. Knots are ubiquitous in 
their nature; as one can observe in an inexplicably tangled set of 
headphones, or by glancing down at their own laced shoes. Such 
knots can be considered “open,” as their ends remain loose and 
unconnected. The sites at which each strand crosses or overlaps 
itself are referred to as crossing points, and whether a strand crosses 
over itself or under itself at each crossing point, and how many 
crossing points a knot has, defi nes that knot. The topological knots 
designed here are none too dissimilar; differing in that the ends are 
joined together so that they cannot be undone. One can achieve 
this by selecting previously found “open knots” in the literature 
[ 9 ]—or discovering more through analysis the 3D structure 
of known pseudoknots—and then circularizing them (Fig.  1 ). 
In 1992, Putturaju and Been developed the Permuted Intron–
Exon (PIE) method to circularize a given sequence of RNA and 
theoretically any Group I intron can be used to achieve this (Fig.  2 ) 
[ 10 ,  11 ]. A particular region of Group I introns has been shown to 
be peripheral (referred to as the P6 loop) and so can be removed 
from the Group I intron without affecting its function leaving the 
Group I intron in two halves [ 12 ,  13 ]. The two halves of the intron 
are then permuted, that is, so that the second half now precedes 
the fi rst half whilst retaining the 5′–3′ orientation of the sequences. 
As the structure and function of the intron is unchanged,  cis - 
splicing  occurs as before, only now the 3′ and 5′ exons circularize. 
Sequences of our choosing can then be inserted in between the 3′ 
and 5′ exon, permitting their circularization so long as they do not 
interfere with the group I intron architecture to a signifi cant 
degree, and consequently enhancing their stability, whilst also 
hampering degradation by exonucleases [ 14 ,  15 ].   
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 The next tier of manipulation is the topological linking of two 
circular RNA, which has been previously described in literature as 
a two interlocking ring system. A study in 2008 [ 16 ] saw the cre-
ation of synthetic, functional RNA’s (termed RNA lassos) that 
could bond with a chosen target RNA molecule, and then circular-
ize. The lassos are a novel class of antisense agents, consisting of 
two key features: a Hairpin Ribozyme, and an antisense target 
sequence. The antisense target region consists of short section of 
bases that are complementary to that of the target RNA molecule, 
encouraging the binding of the lasso to the target, and enabling 
the ribozyme to latch on to a chosen RNA molecule before circu-
larizing around it. The lasso was originally designed for use as an 
antisense suppressor, targeting a selected nucleic acid sequence to 
inhibit interactions with other biomolecules, and providing a wide 
variety of uses within the gene expression market [ 12 ,  16 ]. Here 
however, it will be utilized as a tool to construct RNA architec-
tures. For this design, the RNA lasso will target a self-assembled 
circular RNA, in this instance a circular product made using the 
PIE method, resulting in the formation of the two interlocking 
RNA rings. Prior experiments using an RNA lasso to target a cir-
cular RNA product synthetically formed using DNA ligase have 
proved successful, justifying the use of RNA lassos as building 
blocks for the higher tier systems [ 16 ]. 

     Fig. 1       Circularization of RNA “open” knots that produce topological knots. ( a ) An 
idealized schematic of a simple topological knot (in this instance, a trefoil knot). 
( b ) A 3D visualization of an “open” knot of RNA produced in PyMol from esti-
mates of 3D structure by RNAcomposer using the secondary structure delin-
eated in  dot bracket  notation  below . Circularization of such an open knot using 
the PIE method would result in a trefoil knot       
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 The last tier of topological manipulation extends the two inter-
locking ring system using two RNA lassos to produce a string of 
topologically interlocked circles (an RNA chain) (depicted in 
Fig.  3a ). Both lassos will have two antisense target regions, which 
will each be complementary to those on the remaining lasso. This 
will enable the lassos to interact in an alternating manner, assem-
bling a chain of circular RNA. The RNA lasso used in the previous 
tier was redesigned for this system.    

 Previously the lasso comprised of three main components: the 
Hairpin ribozyme, a spacer, and the antisense target. This spacer 
provided the necessary fl exibility for the lasso to bind to its target, 
circularize around it, and is engineered using a CAA nucleotide 
repeat [ 17 ]. The redesigned lasso, however, contains two spacers, 
and two different targets regions (which we refer to as TNF-α and 
PIE-target). TNF-α is a murine tumor necrosis factor that was 

  Fig. 2    Comparison of group I intron splicing and permuted intron–exon splicing. 
Normal intron splicing ( cis -splicing) results in the ligation of the exonic regions, 
and can induce intron circularization. The permuted intron–exon (PIE) method 
rearranges the RNA sequences (in a fashion described as a cyclic permutation) 
so that the second half of the sequence precedes the fi rst (with the dispensable 
P6 loop removed). Splicing of this sequence now produces a circularized exon, 
as desired. Note that these intron-splicing reactions occur spontaneously in the 
presence of a guanosine cofactor (such as GTP) and Mg 2+  ions       
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originally targeted by an RNA lasso in the work by Dallas et al. 
[ 16 ] and the PIE-target is the same as target sequence used in the 
two interlocking ring system. A second spacer is included to avoid 
the possibility of one bound target sequence sterically interfering 
with the binding of the second target sequence [ 17 ]. If both target 
regions are not freely accessible the chain system will be less likely 
to form, and subsequently the two lassos are engineered so that 
only one target region will interact with one lasso. The lassos are 
designed with this constraint in mind, so as to prevent a situation 
where both targets on one lasso, bond to another lasso (Fig.  3b, c ). 
To reduce the likelihood of this occurring, one of the target 
sequences runs in a different (5′–3′) orientation to the rest, in 
other words, its sequence is reversed. This change of orientation 
will disable double target binding, since one of the lassos would 
need to change to an energetically less favorable structure in order 
to form hydrogen bonds between the target sequences. It should 
be noted that this alteration would not impact the chain structure, 
as the molecules are free entities, and so can freely orientate 
themselves. 

 The RNA chain could theoretically form a necklace structure, 
should the terminating lasso bind to the fi rst. Designing some las-
sos to contain more than two target sites, which we term “junc-
tion” lassos, would enable the creation of bifurcating structures. 
By altering the ratio of lassos and junction lassos, different end 
products could be obtained, opening up the possibility of a vast 
array of new nanostructures.  

  Fig. 3    Lasso interaction. ( a ) Demonstrates the way in which the two components of the chain system will 
interact, through an alternating target and lasso manor. ( b ) Depicts how double bonding of two lassos can 
occur when there is no target orientation change. Double bonding is when both targets of one lasso bind to 
both the targets of another. ( c ) Demonstrates how double bonding can be avoided through a target orientation 
change. Note  white arrows  depict target orientation to one another       
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2      Materials 

   Computational modelling should be used throughout the design 
process to assess the viability of the sequences. This modelling falls 
into two related categories: secondary structure and RNA–RNA 
interaction prediction. The latter is especially needed when consid-
ering the upper two tiers of topological manipulation, in pursuance 
of modelling the interaction of multiple RNA molecules. 

   Three webserver prediction tools were used to predict secondary 
structure ( see   Note 1 ):

    1.    NUPACK [ 18 ].   
   2.    Vienna RNAfold program [ 19 ].   
   3.    Kinefold [ 20 ].    

     The online server based RNA–RNA interaction models:

    1.    NUPACK [ 18 ].   
   2.    Ribomaker [ 21 ].   
   3.    Vienna’s RNAcofold package [ 19 ].     

 Applying these in combination provides a means by which to 
validate results.   

   Synthesize DNA of the designed sequence and perform in vitro 
transcription, using an appropriate kit. Tables  1  and  2  list the RNA 
sequences of parts used in our example constructs.

     Restriction enzymes to linearize plasmid for in vitro transcription : 
For interlocking lasso systems

    1.    Pst1 (FastDigest Thermo Scientifi c) with 10× FastDigest 
Buffer, knot   

   2.    EcoRI (FastDigest Thermo Scientifi c) with 10× FastDigest 
Buffer, and for   

   3.    PIE—Hind-III (BioLabs) using CutSmart Buffer    

   In vitro transcription : 
 TranscriptAid T7 High Yield kit (Thermo Scientifi c) ( see   Note 2 ), 

using the following buffer and reagents (Quantities given per 1 µg of 
DNA in 8 µL DEPC water): 2 µL TranscriptionAid Buffer, 8 µL rNTPs 
mix (ATP, UTP, GTP, and CTP), 2 µL TranscriptionAid Enzyme Mix.  

     2D-Denaturing Urea PAGE (Polyacrylamide Gel electrophoresis) 
involves running two gels:

    1.    1D gel: 6 % polyacrylamide gel: 1× TBE, 8 M urea, 30 % acryl-
amide (19:1). Use 200 µL 10 % APS, and 10 µL TEMED to 
set gel.   

2.1  RNA 
Computational Design

2.1.1  Secondary 
Structure Prediction

2.1.2  RNA Interaction 
Prediction

2.2  RNA Synthesis

2.3  RNA 
Characterization

2.3.1  2D-Denaturing 
Urea PAGE
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   2.    2D gel: 10 % acrylamide gel: 1× TBE, 8 M urea, 30 % acryl-
amide (19:1). Use 200 µL 10 % APS, and 10 µL TEMED to 
set gel.   

   3.    Urea gel loading buffer (Fisher Scientifi c).   
   4.    Ethidium bromide (EtBr).   
   5.    SCIE PLAS TV50 Single Gel Vertical Electrophoresis Unit.   
   6.    BioDocAnalyze Live (BioDoc Analyze Biometra) Gel 

Documentation Unit.     

 When characterizing the interlocking RNA systems the follow-
ing buffers will be used:

    1.    Magnesium Buffer—10 mM MgCl 2 , 50 mM Tris–HCl 
(pH 7.5), and 20 % formamide. Make a 10× buffer containing 
MgCl 2  and Tris–HCl, then add formamide with the sample so 
that the concentration of formamide is 20 %.   

   2.    EDTA Buffer—10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 
and 20 % formamide. Make in a similar fashion to magnesium 
buffer.      

   RNase R (Epicentre) distributed with associated 10× RNase R 
Reaction Buffer. RNase R is a 3′ → 5′ exoribonuclease that digest 
linear RNAs but not circular or lariat RNA structures [ 25 ,  26 ] ( see  
 Note 3 ).  

       1.    RT: RNA sample, 2 µL (40 µM) Primer A (IDT) and 4 µL 
(10 mM) dNTPs (Thermo Scientifi c), 4 µL M-MuLV Reverse 
Transcriptase (New England Biolabs), 0.5 µL associated 10× 
M-MuLV buffer and 0.5 µL Ribolock (Thermo Scientifi c).   

2.3.2  RNase R Treatment

2.3.3  Reverse-
Transcriptase- PCR 
(RT-PCR)

   Table 2  
  RNA sequences of knot parts   

 Name  Sequence  Ref. 

 PIE (using group 
I intron found 
in Graphium 
penicillioides) 

 GGGGCCGUCCACAGACUAAGUGGUUGUGGGUAGGACGUCU
GUUCUAUCUAAGAUAUAGUCGGGCCUUGCGAGAGAUCGC
AGGGGUUUCUGCG UCCGUA  *Aptamer*  AAGUCGUAACAAG
GUU UUGCUAAGCAACAGUCCUUCUGUAGCAGAGCUUAAC
GGAGACCUUGCGCCAAAAGGCGACUAUAAAUAAUCGGCAG
CAAGUCAGUAUCACUGGCGACACAAUCGAAUUGCGGGGAC
GCUUUAAAGCUCGACGGUACCAACCGCUGGAAAUCCCAGC
GGGGCUAGCAUGCUAGAGGUCAGAACUCGUCGAGAUGUA
CAAUAAGCAAUCCGCAGCGGUCCCC 

  Underlined  region denotes spliced out exon. 

 [ 29 ] 

 Knot aptamer a   UCAACAAUUCCGUUUUCAGUCGGGAAAAACUGA
ACAA ( see  Fig.  1 ) 

 [ 23 ,  24 ] 

  Bold regions indicate regions where different parts can be inserted into the sequence 
  a Fifth base change to a C (from a G) to reduce the likelihood of it binding with the intron  
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   2.    PCR: 2 µL RT product, 2 µL of Primers A and B (IDT), 
0.4 µL (10 mM) dNTPs (ThermoScientifi c), 0.6 µL DMSO 
(BioLabs), and 4 µL Phusion Polymerase (BioLabs).   

   3.    Thermocycling done using TProfessional TRIO Thermocycler.   
   4.    Gel Extraction: DNA Clean and Concentrator (Zymo 

Research) and ADB (Zymo Research).   
   5.    Software ClusterW2 was used to perform sequence alignments.        

3    Methods 

         1.    To fi nd a suitable topological knot one can download over 1000 
Group I sequences from the Group 1 Intron Sequence and 
Structure Database (GISSD) (categorized by subgroup here 
at   http://www.rna.whu.edu.cn/gissd/sequence.html    ) [ 22 ]. 
Exon sequences are listed in lowercase characters and intron 
sequences in uppercase characters.   

   2.    Amalgamate the each group I intron subgroup fasta fi le into 
one contiguous fasta fi le. Develop a script to convert this fi le 
into a format with the following fi elds:
    (a)    Intron name   
  (b)    5′ exon sequence   
   (c)    Intron sequence   
  (d)    3′ exon sequence       

   3.    To ensure that the “open” knot both forms and circularizes cor-
rectly, we aim to minimize interaction between the open knot 
sequence and the group I intron used to circularize it (via the 
PIE method). To select the most suitable intron for this task, use 
the following “indicators” (listed in order of importance):
    (a)    Flanking exons should not bind to the open knot sequence, 

as this could inhibit knot formation as well as interfere 
with the  cis -splicing mechanism.   

  (b)    The open knot sequence should not bind to the intron, as 
this too could interfere with knot formation, and prevent 
exon circularization.     

  4. To assess these criteria, use ViennaRNA package’s RNAcofold 
program [ 19 ]:

    (a)    Download and install/compile the ViennaRNA Package 
from:   http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/index.html       

   (b)    The RNAcofold program is employed with the command:
   RNAcofold [OPTIONS]  
  Where instead of [OPTIONS] one inserts the two RNA 

sequences that interact, concatenated by the ampersand  symbol 
(&), for example, CAUAA&GUGUA.  

3.1  RNA 
Computational Design

3.1.1  Tier 1: 
Topological Knot

Design and Characterization of Topological Small RNAs
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  Multiple concatenated sequences can be imported into the 
program at once, and the results can be piped into a text fi le for 
further manipulation, for example, for Mac/Unix users: 

 RNAcofold CAUAA&GUGUA → exampleTextFile.txt 
 The software takes two RNA sequences and calculates the 

structure that has the lowest free energy ( see   Note 4 ).       
      5.    Calculate the sum of the minimum free energies associated 

with: the 5′ exon binding to the open knot, and the 3′ exon 
binding to the open knot. This will serve as a numerical proxy 
for the fi rst criterion. Similarly, adherence to the second crite-
rion can be estimated by calculating the minimum free energy 
associated with the binding of the open knot sequence to the 
intron.   

   6.    Select the group I intron with the best indicator value—the 
lowest free energies—then proceed to further evaluation.   

   7.    Gauge whether both the group I intron and the open knot 
sequences fold correctly by checking the structure of these 
sequences, both independently and in combination, with the 
Vienna RNAfold package [ 19 ] and the ILM webserver 
(Kinefold) [ 18 ]. To avoid hybridization between the knot and 
the circularizing scaffold, model their interaction with 
RNAcofold. Should the knot and circularizing scaffold inter-
act, restart the process with another circularizing scaffold from 
 step 5  (or consider choosing another knot sequence/making 
suitable point mutations).      

       1.    Model the secondary structure of the lasso with NUPACK:
   (a)    Access and adjust “RNA energy parameters” to “Matthews 

et al. 1999”.   
  (b)    Adjust “Number of strand species” to 2 and “Maximum 

complex size” to amount required.   
  (c)    Follow given instructions in help section of server.       

   2.    Verify the following criteria:

 ●    The predicted secondary structure of the ribozyme should 
remain relatively intact, to increase the probability that it 
folds correctly.  

 ●   The antisense target region should have least four bases 
accessible to act as a “Toehold”—regions that are single 
stranded in the target species [ 20 ].  

 ●   Should a target region fold into a conformation where 
some of its base pairs are bound, the total predicted equi-
librium probability of this binding should be small (at least 
below 0.5 base pair probability).      

3.1.2  Tier 2 and 3: 
Interlocking Structures

Jack Hassall et al.
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   3.    Validate results using Ribomaker:
   (a)    Access online server at:   https://absynth.issb.genopole.fr/

Bioinformatics/tools/Ribomaker/    .   
  (b)    Follow on screen instructions.           

         1.    Linearize plasmid using a suitable restriction enzyme for your 
construct (for our constructs,  see  Subheading  2  for a suitable 
enzyme).   

   2.    Produce RNA in vitro using an appropriate transcription kit 
(e.g., TranscriptAid T7 High Yield kit from Thermo Scientifi c) 
( see   Note 5 ).   

   3.    Purify RNA by phenol–chloroform precipitation extraction [ 27 ]:
    (a)    Add to 20 µL of transcription product 105 µL DEPC 

water, and 15 µL NaAC. Next add 140 µL phenol–chloro-
form. Centrifuge for 5 min at 14,100 rcf.   

  (b)    Extract top (aqueous) layer; add to this extraction 140 µL 
chloroform. Centrifuge at 14,100 rcf for 5 min.   

  (c)    Extract top layer, and add to this 280 µL Ethanol (99.8 %). 
Store this overnight at −20 °C.    

      4.    Centrifuge for 30 min and discard resulting supernatant. Wash 
pellet with 500 µL cold Ethanol (70 %).   

   5.    Resuspend pellet in 25 µL DEPC water.       

      2D Denature Urea PAGE (Polyacrylamide gel Electroporation) 
takes advantage of the change in migration speed seen in nonlin-
ear topologies of nucleic acid when passing through differing 
polyacrylamide concentrations. Various topologies of nucleic 
acids can run on a one-dimensional gel without necessarily being 
distinguishable on the 1D gel alone (Fig.  6  gives example 1D gel 
result). Running the gel a second time, at a higher concentration 
of polyacrylamide, separates any circular RNA from the diago-
nal. This is because the resistance migrating through the poly-
acrylamide mix is higher for circular RNA than linear strands. 
Hence, linear RNA migrates approximately at the same speed as 
in the 1D gel, causing them to move into a diagonal line across 
the gel, leaving any circular RNA to protrude out from the diag-
onal (Fig.  4  depicts the trajectory taken by linear and topological 
RNAs on a 2D PAGE). An example of this procedure is outlined 
in Fig.  7 .  

    1.    Make 6 % polyacrylamide gel and run as normal ( see   Notes 6  
and  7 ).   

   2.    Once 1D gel is complete cut out column of interest using a 
scalpel.   

3.2  RNA Synthesis

3.2.1  In Vitro 
Transcription

3.3  Characterization 
of Circular RNA

3.3.1  2D Urea PAGE
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   3.    Make second gel (10 % polyacrylamide) with room to place col-
umn horizontally above ( see  Fig.  4  and  Note 8 ). Ensure there are 
no bubbles between the column and the gel before running.   

   4.    Run the second gel; look for characteristic arc of nonlinear 
RNA (Figs.  4  and  7 ).    

      Using this enzyme to treat the samples loaded into the gels above 
provides a clearer indication of the conformation of the RNA 
(Figs.  6  and  7 ).

    1.    Treat sample with RNase R, using a non-treated sample as a 
control. The amount of RNase R required is proportional to 
the amount of RNA you have; in 10 min at 37 °C one unit 
converts 1 µg of poly-r(A) into acid-soluble ribonucleotides.   

   2.    To compare samples use a Urea PAGE—6 % polyacrylamide 
gel (using the same method outlined above) (Fig.  6 ).   

   3.    The resulting columns from this gel can be carried forth into 
2D gel (following the protocol outlined previously). In the 
second gel, the arc of the nonlinear RNA, and the differing 
brightness between the bands of linear and nonlinear RNA, 
indicate the presence of circular RNA (Fig.  7 ).    

      Reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) can be used to indepen-
dently validate circular RNA detection via 2D PAGE. Comparison 
of two sequences can be achieved using ClusterW2 from   http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/     (Fig.  8 ). After the RT 
reaction, a PCR using divergent primers will only yield a band if 
the RNA tested is circular (Fig.  5  and  see   Note 9 ). Repetition of 

3.3.2  RNase R Treatment

3.3.3   RT-PCR

  Fig. 4    Denaturing PAGE with RNAs from in vitro transcription of PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer. 
Samples were separated by denaturing PAGE and the gel was stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1, RNA 
marker with the sizes of the standards indicated on the  left  in nt; lane 2, RNA sample from in vitro transcription 
of PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer, DNA plasmid expressing a self- circularized RNA [ 29 ]; and lane 3, 
RNA sample from in vitro transcription of PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer treated with RNase R. The 
band containing circular RNA is indicated on the  right  with a  blue arrowhead        
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  Fig. 6    2D Denaturing PAGE with RNAs from in vitro transcription of PIE sequence 
with streptavidin aptamer. Columns of 1D gel were separated by denaturing 
PAGE and the gel stained with ethidium bromide. ( a ) RNA sample from in vitro 
transcription of PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer. ( b ) RNA sample from 
in vitro transcription of PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer treated with 
RNase R. The positions of the circular RNA are indicated with a  blue arrowhead        

  Fig. 5    Trajectories of circular and linear RNA in a 2D Denaturing Urea PAGE [ 7 ]       
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the circular RNA sequence will be present in the cDNA, indicating 
that the RNA is circular. A gel is able to detect the number of 
repetitive periodic sequences generated by the RT-PCR can be 
detected on a 1D gel via separation by molecular weight [ 1 ]. 

    1.    Design a primer for the RT and back-to-back diverging prim-
ers for the PCR (Fig.  5 ).   

   2.    Prepare RT, add sample to primer A and dNTPs. Heat this 
solution to 65 °C for 5 min then centrifuge for 3–5 s at 
14,100 rcf. Place directly on ice once centrifuged.   

  Fig. 7    RT-PCR DNA Sequencing of Circular RNA from PIE sequence with streptavidin aptamer. The fi gure shows 
the alignment between the theoretical sequence of the circular RNA, formed by the PIE-circularization of the 
T4 bacteriophage and Streptavidin aptamer sequence, and the sequence obtained by RT-PCR. The primer for 
the RT is shown in  yellow , and periodic repetition of the circular RNA sequence occurs as expected       

  Fig. 8    Schematic of RT-PCR with divergent primers on linear and circular RNAs.  Blue  and  orange arrows  
 indicate direction of the two primers on cDNA (shown in  grey ) [ 7 ]       
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   3.    Add to solution Ribolock, M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase 
and its associated buffer. Using a Thermocycler, heat the solu-
tion to 50 °C for 1 min ( see   Note 10 ), after which raise to 
85 °C for 5 min, and fi nally 65 °C for 20 min [ 29 ].   

   4.    Run a standard PCR with reagents outlined in Subheading  2 .   
   5.    Product can be visualized on a 1 % agarose gel; each band will 

correspond to the number of DNA repeats of the circular RNA.   
   6.    The bands can be extracted from the gel and sequenced with 

either of the primers to ensure circularization and correct liga-
tion site. Extraction Protocol:
   (a)    Weigh gel and add 100 mg of gel for every 300 µL ADB.   
  (b)    Heat to 55 °C for 10 min (shake after 5 min).   
   (c)    Transfer solution to a spin column and spin down for 

1 min. Discard supernatant.   
  (d)    Add 200 µL Washing buffer to the column and spin down 

for 1 min. Discard supernatant and repeat this step.   
   (e)    Spin for 1 min to remove residual wash. Transfer column 

to a new 1.5 mL tube.   
   (f )    Add 9 µL Elution buffer, then incubate for 2 min.   
  (g)    Spin solution down and dispose of column.        

        RNA lassos needs Mg 2+  ions to pass between linear and circular 
conformations, and can be tested in both buffers (one with mag-
nesium and one with EDTA) to characterize the interlocking RNA 
complexes. The EDTA acts as a sink removing any magnesium 
present in the solution. 

 There are four conditions that the lasso and target should 
operate under to be confi dent in the characterization of the inter-
locking system. Run each of the four conditions in separate wells, 
for both buffers, on a 1D PAGE (Subheading  3.3.1 ).

    1.     Without the target present : 7 µL lasso, 2 µL buffer, 4 µL for-
mamide (100 %), and 7 µL H 2 O. This demonstrates the loca-
tion of the different lasso forms (linear, half processed and 
circular) when run on 1D PAGE, so that they can be ruled out 
in later lanes. For the chain system, run the two lassos in sepa-
rate lanes in the specifi ed solution.   

   2.     Lasso with the target (or other lasso) present : 7 µL lasso, 7 µL 
target (or other lasso), 2 µL buffer, and 4 µL formamide 
(100 %). After the 1D gel has run, some bands will be seen at 
different molecular weights for the two buffer solutions. At this 
stage it will not be clear which bands contain the interlocking 
rings, and which are simply molecular dimers (or multimers).   

   3.     Lasso with the target (or other lasso) present following heat treat-
ment : 7 µL lasso, 7 µL target (or other lasso), 2 µL buffer, and 

3.4  Characterization 
of Two Interlocking 
Rings 
and Chain System

3.4.1  1D Urea PAGE
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4 µL formamide (100 %). Before the Urea loading buffer is 
added, heat the solutions to 95 °C. Any of the complexes 
formed between the molecules that are not interlocked will be 
lost, supporting the case for one band containing interlocking 
complexes over another.   

   4.     Lasso with the target (or other lasso) present in RNase R : 7 µL 
lasso, 7 µL target (or other lasso), 2 µL buffer, and 4 µL for-
mamide (100 %). Before Urea loading buffer is added, treat 
with RNase R ( see  Subheading  3.3.2 ). After this treatment only 
the interlocking complexes and circular RNA should be pres-
ent, enabling the distinction of the interlocking system.    

     Once detected in the gel-based tests, the band believed to be the 
two-ring interlocking system can be validated using RT-PCR. Two 
RT-PCRs can be conducted on the sample to verify the presence of 
both components (of the two interlocking rings or chain system). 
If both RT-PCRs indicate the presence of the component, it fol-
lows that the eluted product is an interlocking complex.

    1.    Elute out the band presumed to containing the two interlock-
ing rings or chain system.   

   2.    As in the previous RT-PCR design, divergent primers are 
essential ( see  Subheading  3.3.3  and Fig.  5 ). Primers should be 
specifi c to each lasso/circular target.   

   3.    Run RT-PCR as before, with each set of primers run 
separately.   

   4.    If both RT-PCRs indicate the presence of the component, it 
follows that the eluted product is an interlocking complex.        

4    Notes 

        1.    NUPACK and RNAfold are based on deterministic models 
and generate results for shorter sequences almost instanta-
neously. However, they exclude the possibility of pseudoknots 
when generating minimum free energy structures for sequences 
smaller than 100 bp, and Xayaphoummine, Bucher and 
Isambert [ 20 ] found that there is practically no correlation 
between predictions for low energy structures including and 
excluding pseudoknots. Kinefold predictions are stochastically 
generated, and the webserver can handle 100+ bp sequences 
that may fold into pseudoknots, but it is currently more diffi -
cult to extract secondary structure information from. It is 
advised to run simulations multiple times using different ran-
dom seeds in order to validate results.   

   2.    If a T7 or SP6 promoter is used, remember to add a G at the 
5′ of the RNA during secondary structure, as it is part of the 

3.4.2  Reverse 
Transcription-PCR 
(RT-PCR)
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promoter but transcribed by the polymerase. T7 and SP6 may 
also add a base at the 3′ of the RNA.   

   3.    Ribonuclease R (RNase R) is an exoribonuclease that digests 
linear RNAs. It does not however digest lariat or circular RNA 
structures, or double stranded RNA with 3′ overhangs shorter 
than seven nucleotides. Most cellular RNAs will be digested 
completely by RNase R, with the exception of tRNAs, 5S 
RNA, and intron lariats [ 30 ]   

   4.    At the time of writing, RNAcofold appears to estimate the 
free binding energy between two separate RNA strands by 
concatenating the strand into one longer strand before 
 fi nding the minimum free energy of this new structure using 
the RNAfold algorithm. If this is the case, RNAcofold is 
inappropriate for investigating interactions between small 
sequences, but still serves as a good indicator of binding 
energies for longer sequences [ 28 ], especially in consider-
ation of the ease with which data can be imported and 
exported using RNAcofold. Subsequently, it is advised that 
steps are taken to validate these binding energies using alter-
native algorithms following the initial fi ltering process.   

   5.    PIE products are incubated for 30 min at 55 °C after the 
transcription to allow the products to circularize. This heat-
ing encourages self-ligation of the fl anking exons during 
splicing [ 29 ].   

   6.    The PAGE gels can sometimes run out from the bottom of 
plates when setting. To avoid this, one can set the bottom of 
the gel by taking 500 µL gel mix solution and adding to this 
1 µL TEMED, and 8 µL APS. This will quickly begin to polym-
erize, so immediately add the solution between the gel plates. 
This solution will set much faster than the main gel, and so will 
seal the bottom of the plates before the PAGE gel slips out.   

   7.    To improve the quality of PAGE gels, a pre-run (running the 
gel with no sample) is recommended as it reduces the “smiling 
effect” sometimes seen in these gels.   

   8.    Placing the gel column horizontally on top of the new gel can 
be diffi cult. If the column gets stuck, or shows signs of resis-
tance when being moved, add water to lubricate gel.   

   9.    Owing to the elaborate secondary structure of the molecules 
tested with RT-PCR, the yield of the RT-PCR reaction can be 
low. This is because the secondary structure of these molecules 
can be complicated, with many loops, resulting in the RNA poly-
merase sometimes falling off the RNA, reducing the overall yield.   

   10.    Longer incubation times during reverse transcription using 
RNase H defi cient reverse transcriptases will result in a higher 
number of repeats of the sequence within the resulting 
DNA. This is due to the transcriptase looping around the RNA 
circle, but producing linear DNA.         
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